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Distortions in time perception and timed performance are presented by a number of different neurological and psychiatric

conditions (e.g. Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and autism). As a consequence,

the primary focus of this review is on factors that define or produce systematic changes in the attention, clock, memory and

decision stages of temporal processing as originally defined by Scalar Expectancy Theory. These findings are used to evaluate

the Striatal Beat Frequency Theory, which is a neurobiological model of interval timing based upon the coincidence detection of

oscillatory processes in corticostriatal circuits that can be mapped onto the stages of information processing proposed by Scalar

Timing Theory.
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Introduction
Our subjective sense of time is fundamental to our psychology and

conceptions of reality, and is part of the intellectual structure by

which we make sense of the temporal course of events in our

lives. Pathophysiological distortions in human timing and time per-

ception are of interest to both basic and clinical researchers for

several reasons. Basic scientists attempting to delineate the psy-

chological mechanisms mediating ‘normal’ timing in the seconds-

to-minutes range are particularly interested in patients who have

a known neuropathology that mirrors certain pharmacological

and neurological manipulations in laboratory animals (e.g. im-

paired basal ganglia function and altered levels of the brain neuro-

transmitter dopamine, as in Parkinson’s disease—see Meck, 1996,

2005, 2006a, b; Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Merchant et al., 2008a;

Zarco et al., 2009; Coull et al., 2011), in the expectation that

human neurobiological mechanisms of timing might be better elu-

cidated. To this end, we will discuss how reported pathophysio-

logical findings may inform the development of neurobiological

models of interval timing (Matell and Meck, 2000, 2004; Matell

et al., 2003, 2011; Meck et al., 2008). From a clinical perspective,

examinations of timing ability in patients with certain psychiatric or

behavioural disorders—particularly those that are (at least in part)

defined by characteristic changes in the apparent temporal organ-

ization of cognition or behaviour [e.g. attention-deficit hyperactiv-

ity disorder (ADHD), autism and schizophrenia]—may help to

ameliorate understanding of the psychological experience of

these disorders and their potential remediation. In this regard,

we will discuss how pathophysiological distortions in timing and

time perception in the seconds-to-minutes range may improve our
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understanding of certain psychiatric, developmental and childhood

disorders, as well as behavioural and cognitive tendencies (e.g.

impulsivity). It is useful to bear in mind that there is no human

clinical condition that can be defined solely as a disorder of timing

and time perception per se (in fact, a complete inability to esti-

mate time is likely incompatible with life). However, distortions

and perturbations in timing ability are present, to varying degrees,

in many patient populations, and may or may not accompany

differences in other aspects of sensory processing, as well as de-

velopmental, cognitive and behavioural profiles (Meck and

Williams, 1997a, b; Brannon et al., 2004, 2008; Balci et al.,

2009; Allman, 2011; Allman et al., 2011b).

It appears that when humans and other animals ‘know in ad-

vance’ that they are required to time something (prospective

timing), they are sensitive to and can remember the temporal as-

pects of and between events (e.g. how ‘long’ a stimulus is present,

and the time ‘between’ its successive presentations), and can util-

ize temporal knowledge to mediate their expectations and behav-

iour (learning and conditioning). In addition to these qualities,

humans are also ordinarily able to discriminate ‘time after the

fact’ (e.g. they can estimate how ‘long’ an event lasted even

though explicit timing was not required during the event itself;

i.e. retrospective timing), can orient themselves in time and have

a sense of past, present and future (temporal perspective). The

emphasis of this review is to report those findings characterized

from an information processing approach (developed in animal

models), which is grounded within the study of the relative simi-

larities (and phylogenic generality) to human timing, but which

was not specifically designed to account for retrospective timing

or temporal perspective taking; which typically requires higher

order processes involving a concept of temporal order, including

an understanding of past, present and future (Roberts, 2002;

Block, 2003; Grondin, 2010; Piras and Coull, 2011). Our rationale

is that using this information processing approach is, among

other things, particularly informative with regard to pinpointing

‘where’ any differences in timing ability reside (rather than just

revealing ‘what’ the differences are), which in turn facilitates a

better understanding of diagnosing the likely psychological

and neurobiological processes that are responsible for producing

individual differences and/or pathophysiological distortions of

time—accordingly, interval-timing models have been accredited

as being the most successful in the whole of psychology in this

regard (Wearden, 2001). Hence the findings highlighted in this

review should not be considered a complete account of all patho-

physiological timing distortions (and due to the fact that motor

programme and interval-timing mechanisms are frequently posited

to have a separable neural basis, we avoid studies employing

tasks in which these processes cannot be easily separated)

(Madison, 2001; Spencer et al., 2003; Gooch et al., 2007;

Levit-Binnun et al., 2007; Bueti et al., 2008). Nevertheless, to-

wards the end of this review, we will extend our discussion of

pathophysiological differences to include other aspects of timing

(particularly temporal processing of sensory information and

temporal perspective taking), as it seems likely that a primitive

sensitivity to duration (and ‘sister’ abilities such as simultaneity

and temporal order) may form at least part of the basis for suc-

cessful development and maintenance of ‘normal’ higher order

notions of time and temporality (Fraisse, 1982). In fact, from a

developmental perspective, a sensitivity to perceive and respond

to duration might be inextricably linked to the development and

maintenance of ‘higher order’ processes that are defined by a

temporal dimension i.e. planning, attention and working memory

(Lustig et al., 2005; Allman and DeLeon, 2009; Grondin, 2010;

Allman, 2011) and even theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, 2001;

Nelson, 2001; Nelson et al., 2003).

Before reviewing pathophysiological findings per se, we consider

it useful to couch our forthcoming discussion with a brief descrip-

tion of the background theoretical framework and methodology

that is heavily recruited throughout this review. This preamble

seeks to ‘set the context’ for how pathophysiological findings

might be evaluated and interpreted.

An information processing
model of interval timing
Perhaps one of the most perplexing issues surrounding our sub-

jective experience of time is that there is no dedicated sense organ

for duration, as there is for other senses (yet time is commonly

referred to as being perceived). Usually, investigators of sensory

perception adopt a psychophysical approach that can be defined

as an attempt to quantify the sensory response to physical stimuli

(see Gescheider, 1997, for a complete review) and this approach

has also been applied to the study of time. Despite the fact that

time is not a stimulus in the usual sense of the term, the experi-

ence of duration in the seconds-to-minutes range has accordingly

been found to share many properties and follow the same math-

ematical rules and principles as perception by other senses such as

hearing and vision (Gibbon, 1991; Gibbon et al., 1997; Eisler

et al., 2008; Merchant et al., 2008b; Lejeune and Wearden,

2009; Grondin, 2010; Coull et al., 2011). For instance, we can

say that the perception of a difference between (the brightness of)

two lights is subliminal (meaning that we cannot perceive the

difference) and vision researchers can identify some difference

threshold that needs to be exceeded for the discrimination to be

made (known as the difference limen; hence sublimen in the

former case). Moreover, this perception can be influenced (or

changed) by a variety of stimulus and contextual conditions (e.g.

it is harder to detect the difference of one extra ‘notch’ of bright-

ness if the bulbs are bright than if they are dim)—as is the case for

the experience of time (e.g. a discrimination between 1 versus 3 s,

is easier than 61 versus 63 s). Two fundamental properties of

‘normal’ perception have emerged (e.g. for both vision and

time, and for timing in humans and other animals): the intensity

of the internal perception (sensation) is linearly related to the mag-

nitude of external stimulation (i.e. an objectively longer duration

is subjectively perceived as longer); and increases in the magni-

tude of a physical stimulus produce proportional increases

in the variance of the perception (i.e. timing of a longer duration

is less precise), which is referred to as scalar variability or

Weber’s law (Allan, 1991; Lejeune and Wearden, 2006; Zarco

et al., 2009). Therefore, any successful conceptual model of inter-

val timing should be capable of accommodating these striking
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regularities, and other characteristic features [e.g. a given duration

is typically perceived as ‘longer’ if it is an auditory compared to

visual stimulus, (Goldstone and Lhamon, 1974; Penney et al.,

1998, 2000)] and be applicable to methods that enable these

properties to be assessed (some of these methods are described

below).

Arguably the most influential timing theory, Scalar Expectancy

Theory—also referred to as Scalar Timing Theory—divides the

temporal processing system into clock, memory and decision

stages, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (Gibbon et al., 1984; Meck, 1984;

Matell and Meck, 2000). Essentially, it is assumed that, during the

onset of a ‘to-be-timed’ signal, a switch (controlled by attention)

closes and allows pacemaker pulses (or ‘clock ticks’) to be col-

lected into an accumulator; this pacemaker-switch-accumulator is

the ‘perceptual’ (or ‘clock’) component of the system. If after

some time (and hence, arbitrary number of accumulated pulses),

the corresponding signal duration acquires some added signifi-

cance (e.g. it is followed by the delivery of feedback or indicates

some other change in the environment), the contents of the

accumulator (held to represent the experienced duration) are

transferred from working memory to reference memory for

long-term storage. The idea is that when the duration is presented

(or experienced) again on another trial, a ratio–decision rule op-

erates if the current contents of the accumulator reach or exceed

some threshold of similarity to a randomly selected reference

memory of the given duration. Scalar Expectancy Theory holds

that reference memory contains a distribution of stored accumu-

lator values or clock readings, and that this distribution is the

source of scalar variability (Gibbon and Church, 1984, 1992;

Penney et al., 1998, 2000). According to this account, individual

and pathophysiological differences in timing and time perception

might be attributable to alterations in the function of attention

(e.g. time sharing), clock (e.g. pacemaker speed), memory (e.g.

encoding and decoding) or decision (e.g. response rule or bias)

stages of the system (Meck, 2001, 2006a, b, c; Buhusi and

Meck, 2009a, b). To these ends, quantitative models that attempt

to simulate aspects of human performance on interval-timing tasks

within the conceptual framework of Scalar Expectancy Theory

have been developed (for a review see Rakitin et al., 1998;

Allan and Gerhardt, 2001; Wearden, 2003). During this additional

form of analysis, acquired data can be simulated through com-

puter models and the ‘best fit’ produces various parameters that

represent functioning of different aspects of the timing system.

Although the scalar property of interval timing could reside at

either the clock or memory stage, in Scalar Expectancy Theory

the duration is usually assumed to be timed without error (clock

stage) with scalar variability attributed to variability in transferring/

encoding the clock reading into reference memory (memory

stage). Although Scalar Expectancy Theory does allow for variation

in clock speed (which could produce the scalar property), infer-

ences about ‘what’ is responsible for producing differences in

timing are usually discussed in terms of the quality and extent

of variation (or ‘fuzziness’) in reference memory (e.g. whether

the duration is stored as proportionally shorter or longer than it

actually is), or some form of response bias (Wearden, 2001). In

humans and other animals, targeted manipulations designed to

affect the relative function of the clock, memory and decision

stages described by Scalar Expectancy Theory are interpretable

by their characteristic effects on the patterns of variability

observed in the obtained timing functions (Meck, 1983; Meck

et al., 1985; Matell and Meck, 2000; Buhusi and Meck, 2005;

Wearden and Lejeune, 2008).

Psychophysical methods
It was the instrumental responding initially demonstrated by rats

and pigeons trained on fixed-interval schedules of reinforcement

Figure 1 The information processing model of interval timing as specified by scalar expectancy theory. Adapted from Gibbon et al.

(1984).
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[i.e. the first response after a stimulus has been presented for 10 s

produces food (Ferster and Skinner, 1957)], coupled with findings

from Pavlovian conditioning (Pavlov, 1927) in which animals learn

to associate an initially neutral stimulus with the presentation of a

biologically pre-potent stimulus (e.g. a light flashes and food is

delivered 10 s later) that pioneered the study of interval timing

in animals. Since the advent of the field of timing and time per-

ception as we know it today (see Gibbon, 1991; Allan, 1998;

Wearden, 2005, for historical overviews), the experience of dur-

ation has been studied under a wide range and variety of stimulus

and contextual factors, some of which have been studied in cer-

tain patient (or at-risk) populations. At the generic level, these

procedures can be defined as those that pertain to the study of

time perception (a response or temporal judgement ‘is not’

required to be accurately timed), such as temporal bisection and

ordinality-comparison procedures. Or they can measure timed

performance (a response or temporal judgement ‘is’ required

to be accurately timed), such as peak-interval and temporal

production/reproduction procedures (see Allan, 1979; Paule

et al. 1999; Church, 2003 for descriptions of standard interval-

timing procedures).

Temporal bisection and ordinality
comparison
In the temporal bisection procedure, a participant is typically

trained (with feedback to satisfy some acquisition criterion) to dis-

criminate between two standard ‘anchor’ durations that are sig-

nalled by serial (auditory or visual) presentations of the same

physical stimulus (e.g. a blue circle) that appears on separate

trials for each of the two anchor durations; and is required to

classify a temporal judgement as either ‘short’ or ‘long’, by select-

ing between two different response options (e.g. two different

buttons or keys). Following this, participants are then presented

with a new set of stimulus durations that are intermediate to (in

between) the two anchor durations, and are required to make a

judgement about a given duration’s ‘similarity’ to the ‘short’ or

‘long’ anchor. Typically, during the so-called ordinality-comparison

procedure, there are no pre-trained standards, but rather a pair of

stimulus durations is presented in close succession to one another

on the same trial, and the second duration is judged relative to the

first. Regardless of the timing procedure used, it is the proportion

of ‘long(er)’ responses (often denoted as ‘pLong’) for each signal

duration (when plotted), which constitutes a psychometric timing

function (usually sigmoid curves). Changes in accuracy and preci-

sion can be inferred from the horizontal placement and slope of

the timing functions, respectively (Meck, 1983).

In temporal bisection, the duration that produces 50% ‘pLong’

responses (when the participant is equally likely to classify the

duration as ‘short’ or ‘long’) is known as the bisection point or

point of subjective equality and in humans and other animals, the

point of subjective equality is usually located near the geometric

mean of the two anchor durations (Church and Deluty, 1977;

Allan and Gibbon, 1991; Wearden and Bray, 2001); temporal vari-

ability is indexed by the difference limen (half of the difference

between 75% and 25% ‘pLong’ divided by the point of subjective

equality); and sensitivity by the Weber ratio to assess scalar timing

(difference limen divided by the point of subjective equality). As

Weber ratio values are thus normalized, temporal sensitivity across

a range of duration pairs can be reliably compared. The scalar

property can also be assessed by plotting the psychometric func-

tion obtained with two different duration ranges on the same

relative time scale; in fact, they are most often found to superim-

pose (so it looks as though only one function is present—Church

et al., 1994; Rakitin et al, 1998).

Peak-interval procedure and temporal
reproduction
During the standard peak-interval procedure, a single ‘target’ dur-

ation is repeatedly presented. Subsequently, participants are

required to centre a series of responses (e.g. space bar presses)

around the time that corresponds to the ‘target’ duration or

‘window of opportunity’ (Malapani et al., 1998; Rakitin et al.,

1998). On a temporal reproduction task, the participant is typically

required to make some form of response that is equivalent in

duration to the target duration (Fortin et al., 2009). Across both

timing procedures, averaging across trials typically produces a

Gaussian-shaped response function. Accuracy is reflected by the

location of the peak of the response distribution, and precision is

reflected by the spread of the function. Scalar variability is indexed

by the coefficient of variation (CV), which is the standard devi-

ation (spread) divided by the mean (peak time).

Timescale invariance as revealed by
psychophysical timing procedures:
scalar property and superimposition
Scalar Expectancy Theory (Gibbon, 1977; also known as Scalar

Timing Theory—Gibbon et al., 1984; Church, 2003) posits that

the temporal control of behaviour is directly related to estimates

of the target duration. These estimates are essentially scale trans-

forms of a ‘unit timer’ appropriate to the estimation of one unit of

time. Although subjects may differ substantially in the accuracy

and precision of their temporal estimates, their timing is similar

in that: changes in the value of the time being estimated lead

to a simple scale transform of the unit timer. Gibbon (1977) pro-

posed a specific translation mechanism that reflects expectancies

of reinforcement or feedback based upon scalar time estimates of

when these events are due. Responding in simple timed-based

schedules of reinforcement (e.g. peak-interval procedure) is

viewed as resulting from discrimination between the current or

local expectancy of feedback and the overall expectancy of feed-

back. Thus the Scalar Expectancy Theory is properly described as a

discrimination or threshold theory of temporal control. As indi-

cated by Gibbon (1977, p. 281), ‘the core of the scalar-timing

hypothesis is that variance of time estimates increases with the

square of the mean, and accordingly, the account focuses on

the first two moments of distributional phenomena’. Moreover,

in scalar timing, the mean and standard deviation are both

proportional to the interval being timed so that the coefficient

of variation is held constant across a range of durations
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(Gibbon et al., 1997—but also see Lewis and Miall, 2009). As

further indicated by Gibbon (1977, p. 301), Weber’s law in a

psychophysical context is typically characterized as constant dis-

criminability with a constant ratio of an increment in stimulation to

a standard stimulus. The result is that the psychometric functions

relating discriminability to the different target durations being

compared should superimpose when plotted as a function of the

ratio of the stimulus values. As a consequence, Weber’s law re-

quires both a ratio comparison and the scalar assumption in order

to produce the superimposition of different target duration when

plotted on a relative time scale—referred to as timescale invariance

(Church, 2003; Almeida and Ledberg, 2010). As such, violations of

the scalar property of interval timing may be considered a diag-

nostic test of the source of pathophysiological distortions in timing

and temporal memory (Malapani et al., 1998; Meck, 2002b,

2005; Meck and Malapani, 2004; Cheng and Meck, 2007d;

Buhusi et al., 2009).

Use of psychophysical timing
procedures for isolating changes in
clock speed and memory storage
Interval timing has been hypothesized to rely on an optimal level

of dopaminergic activity in corticostriatal circuits modulated by

serotonin and glutamate activity (Cheng et al., 2006, 2007a, b,

c; Williamson et al., 2008; Coull et al., 2011). To date, a broad

array of studies have shown that systemic injections of drugs that

are believed to promote dopaminergic function (e.g. metham-

phetamine, cocaine and nicotine) produce horizontal leftward

shifts in the psychophysical functions relating the probability of a

response to signal duration [i.e. on perception tasks, a relatively

shorter intermediate duration in a set has an increased tendency to

be classified as ‘long’, and on performance tasks, a given duration

tends to be under (re)produced (Meck, 1996; Coull, 2011)].

Psychopharmacological data from temporal bisection and peak-

interval timing procedures typically utilize a ‘train-test’ paradigm.

This paradigm serves as a powerful tool for studying the adjust-

ment to the acute and chronic effects of a drug and its discon-

tinuation (Meck, 1996). For example, rats trained on a bisection

procedure following saline injections can be evaluated for the

acute effects of methamphetamine on timing during randomly

selected test sessions for which they are administered meth-

amphetamine rather than saline. Under these conditions, metham-

phetamine typically produces an immediate, proportional leftward

shift in the timing function(s) when responses controlled by time

are separated from those responses that are not controlled by time

(Meck, 1983; Cheng et al., 2007b). This leftward shift typically

adjusts with continued training such that the drug and saline func-

tions appear identical, although the drug continues to be admin-

istered. Dissociations can be demonstrated, however, when the

drug administration prior to a session is discontinued and saline

is administered instead. Under these conditions, an immediate

rightward shift is observed of approximately the same magnitude

as the original leftward shift. This horizontal shift also adjusts with

continued training under saline and the subject’s psychophysical

functions return to normal. In contrast, subjects who acquire the

initial temporal discrimination under the influence of the drug (e.g.

methamphetamine or cocaine) may demonstrate effects on the

rate of acquisition, but at steady-state performance do not

appear any different from subjects that have acquired the discrim-

ination following saline injections. When this chronic metham-

phetamine treatment is discontinued, however, an immediate

rightward shift is observed that is proportional to the durations

being timed (Meck, 1983, 1996). Taken together, these patterns

of train/test drug administration under which subjects are either (i)

trained under saline control conditions and later tested for the

acute effects of the drug and its subsequent removal; or (ii) are

trained under chronic drug treatment and are later tested for the

acute effects of withdrawal, provide an unique opportunity for

separating non-associative mechanisms of sensitization and toler-

ance from the associative mechanisms of learning and memory on

timing and time perception (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Williamson,

2008; Coull et al., 2011).

In a complementary fashion, a parallel series of studies have

shown that systemic injections of drugs that are believed to inhibit

dopaminergic function (e.g. cholecystokinin octapeptide, haloperi-

dol, pimoside and raclopride) produce horizontal rightward shifts

in psychophysical functions relating the probability of a response

to signal duration [i.e. on perception tasks, intermediate longer

durations in a set are less likely to be classified as ‘long’, and on

performance tasks, a given duration tends to be over (re)produced

(Meck, 1986, 1996, 2006a; MacDonald and Meck, 2004, 2005,

2006)]. This pattern of observed horizontal shifts is consistent with

the idea that the speed of an internal clock is regulated by the

‘effective’ level of dopamine, with proportional leftward shifts in-

dicative of an increase in clock speed (so the criterion amount of

‘clock ticks’ are accumulated faster) and proportional rightward

shifts indicative of a decrease in clock speed [the required

amount of ‘ticks’ are accumulated more slowly (Meck, 1996;

Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Coull et al., 2011)]. In addition to speed-

ing up or slowing down, subjective time can stop and cease to

exist all together, such as when people experience feelings of

being in the ‘zone’. In these instances, a person is highly focused

on an internal context that is separate from the external reality.

The exclusion of the extraneous world typically is not ‘all or none’,

but is filtered according to the context. Yoga, Tai Chi and other

forms of meditation seem to produce a similar experience in which

subjective time ceases or stands still. Indeed, meditation uses the

same technique of hyperfocusing on a single stimulus (mantra)

while ignoring the outside world and ‘being at one with things’

is a typical description of the situation. A parallel situation seems

to occur in crises or threatening situations that provoke fear and

anxiety (Meck and MacDonald, 2007). It is not only targeted

pharmacological manipulations to the clock stage of the Scalar

Expectancy Theory system that can produce left- and rightward

shifts in the timing function, other studies have shown a different

pattern of horizontal shifts in timing functions following

pharmacological-induced changes posited to affect the memory

stage in Scalar Expectancy Theory. Such changes in temporal

memory involve gradual rather than abrupt changes in the hori-

zontal placement of timing functions. These gradual horizontal

shifts are typically produced by cholinergic drugs (e.g. anticholi-

nesterases such as physostigmine produce proportional leftward
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shifts, and acetylcholine receptor antagonists such as atropine pro-

duce proportional rightward shifts). The major feature of the hori-

zontal shifts associated with changes in temporal memory is that

they fail to re-normalize with continued training under the drug

and only gradually normalize once the drug treatment is discon-

tinued (Meck, 1983, 1996, 2002a, b, 2006c; Buhusi and Meck,

2005; Coull et al., 2011).

Populations that reveal patho-
physiological differences in
interval timing
We begin our review of pathophysiological differences with those

clinical populations, e.g. patients with damage to the basal gang-

lia, who have known pathophysiological alterations in brain anat-

omy or neurochemistry localized in brain areas recently implicated

in ‘normal’ human and animal studies of interval timing (for re-

views, see Meck and Benson, 2002; Meck, 2005; Meck et al.,

2008; Coull et al., 2011). Following from this, we review patho-

physiological differences in timing and time perception in other

disorders (e.g. autism, depression and schizophrenia) whose

neurobiology is not so clear-cut.

Parkinson’s disease
Parkinson’s disease is characterized by atrophy of the substantia

nigra and a depletion of dopamine releasing neurons that project

to the caudate–putamen, and is therefore a widely studied model

of basal ganglia dysfunction. Malapani et al. (1998, 2002)

adapted a peak-interval timing procedure and manipulated

whether patients were tested ON or OFF their levodopa medica-

tion (they were trained ON medication during which their timing is

typically ‘normal’). These investigators found that when patients

OFF medication were required to time a visual signal duration

(e.g. 21 s), they tended to produce it as slightly longer, suggestive

of a possible lengthening or ‘slowing’ of temporal processing (they

showed scalar variance between their estimates ON and OFF

medication). However, using a double-duration design (bi-peak

procedure)—where the two durations are tested in separate trial

blocks, but within the same session (e.g. 8 s and 21 s), patients

with Parkinson’s disease over-reproduced the 8-s duration and

under-reproduced the 21 s duration to a considerable extent—a

result referred to as the ‘migration effect’ because the peak

times for the two target durations were drawn towards each

other. Furthermore if the 8- and 21-s peak functions from the

OFF medication condition are directly compared, they do not

superimpose (which they usually do in the ON medication condi-

tion as well as for normal participants). Moreover, the ‘migration

effect’ is apparently quite persistent and cannot be attenuated

with corrective feedback and the relative extent of migration has

sometimes been found to correlate with clinical akinesia, i.e. im-

pairment of voluntary movement (Malapani and Rakitin, 2003).

Collectively, the pre-ponderance of evidence from these experi-

ments suggests the ‘migration effect’ results from a ‘coupling’ of

the target durations in reference memory or changes in the

dynamics and tuning of neural accumulators during the signal

(Malapani et al., 1988; Malapani and Rakitin, 2003; Shea-Brown

et al., 2006), although the observation that scalar variance was

present between the ON and OFF conditions in the single-

duration task, and that there was a significant source of non-scalar

variance between the two durations in the OFF condition in the

double-duration task, suggests that a deficit in attentional-set

shifting might also be responsible for the ‘migration effect’

(Meck and Benson, 2002). Intriguingly, single duration differences

and the ‘migration effect’ have not been obtained for millisecond

durations, and may only be revealed when the magnitude of the

durations tested exceeds 2 s (Koch et al., 2005, 2008a; see also

Jones et al., 2008 for a discussion of the pharmacological basis of

the ‘migration effect’).

Other related pathophysiological findings in patients with

Parkinson’s disease include reports that these individuals (verbally)

under-estimate a given duration, and they over-reproduce various

durations, even when they are encouraged to verbally ‘count’ se-

conds out loud (Pastor et al., 1992; Lange et al., 1995). That is,

patients with Parkinson’s disease were found to behaviourally pro-

duce 1 s as longer than 1 s in objective time and the extent of

these pathophysiological differences (slowing of time) was corre-

lated with severity of Parkinson’s disease symptoms (Pastor et al.,

1992). However, two of the findings we have just described are

time performance measures—and as Parkinson’s disease is char-

acterized by motor impairments, it is particularly worthwhile to

consider evidence from studies of time perception that are sepa-

rated from motor performance.

In fact, Wearden et al. (2008) tested patients with Parkinson’s

disease (when they were both ON and OFF their medication) on a

battery of perceptual timing tasks, including: temporal bisection,

generalization, verbal estimation, threshold determination and a

memory for duration task (essentially, the latter two procedures

can be considered variants of an ordinality-comparison procedure).

Patients OFF (and ON) medication did not demonstrate any sig-

nificant pathophysiological differences in the location of the point

of subjective equality in temporal bisection, produced ‘normal’

shaped generalization gradients and gave accurate verbal time

estimations. In fact, pathophysiological differences were only ob-

tained during ordinality-comparison arrangements (patients with

Parkinson’s disease showed reduced accuracy). However, the ma-

jority of these tasks employed subsecond stimuli (or those shorter

than 2 s), and so it remains to be seen whether any pathophysio-

logical differences in time perception to supra-second durations

are revealed in patients with Parkinson’s disease when tested

OFF their medication. For instance, Smith et al. (2007) compared

patients with Parkinson’s disease tested ON medication to non-

affected controls using visual and auditory durations in the

supra-second range and found pathophysiological differences in

the location of the point of subjective equality for temporal bisec-

tion and increased sources of non-scalar variance (difference

limen and Weber ratio). Smith et al. (2007) accounted for their

findings (particularly, increases in variability) by supposing a

dopamine-related reduction in clock speed in patients with

Parkinson’s disease, as increases in clock speed are held to improve

precision (Rammsayer and Classen, 1997; Rammsayer, 1999;

Penney et al., 2005; Williamson 2008). Interestingly, Jones et al.
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(2008) reported significant impairments in temporal processing

(e.g. violation of the scalar property) when patients with

Parkinson’s disease were tested either ON or OFF medication in

comparison to healthy controls for time productions in the

supra-seconds range (e.g. 30–120 s); suggesting that the timing

deficits in patients with Parkinson’s disease are pathophysiological,

i.e. the effects of medication are secondary to the integrity of the

basal ganglia, which is crucial for timing in both the subsecond

and supra-second ranges (Jones and Jahanshahi 2009; Koch et al.,

2009; Jahanshahi et al., 2010a, b; Harrington et al., 2011). These

results also serve as an important reminder that the dose of dopa-

minergic medication given to patients with Parkinson’s disease is

typically titrated in order to obtain improvement in motor symp-

toms and not cognitive function. Hence some studies may show

timing impairments in the ON medication condition due to under

or over (more likely) medication (Pouthas and Perbal, 2004;

Rakitin et al., 2006).

A number of functional MRI studies of time reproduction and

time perception have shown no effect of dopamine replacement

therapy on performance (Elsinger, et al., 2003; Jones and

Jahanshahi 2009; Jahanshahi et al., 2010a, b; Harrington et al.,

2011). Moreover, patterns of brain activation in a study of earlier

stage participants did not support the ‘over-activation’ hypothesis

mentioned above, at least in the context of time perception

(Harrington et al., 2011). These authors also reported that dopa-

minergic medication does not restore striatal or cortical activation

(Harrington et al., 2011). Nevertheless, compelling evidence has

recently been reported that dopaminergic medication can increase

structural corticostriatal connectivity between the caudate and the

prefrontal cortex in temporal reproduction tasks, whereas the OFF

medication condition ‘deactivates’ these circuits and leads to a

greater reliance on the cerebellum for motor timing in patients

with Parkinson’s disease (Jones and Jahanshahi 2009; Jahanshahi

et al., 2010a, b). In contrast, such enhanced coupling in the ON

medication state has not been observed for temporal perception

tasks (Harrington et al., 2011), suggesting the possibility of con-

text dependency for these dopamine effects. The implications of

this mixed pattern of results for the dopamine hypothesis of

Striatal Beat Frequency Theory (this is described in the next sec-

tion; but is essentially a neurobiological instantiation of the Scalar

Expectancy Theory system) and for behavioural studies reporting

no effect of medication therapy on temporal processing is unclear.

One possibility is that while dopamine replacement improves

motor symptoms, it does not adequately reinstate functioning in

nigrostriatal and mesocortical systems that are vital for temporal

processing (Meck, 2006b; Harrington et al., 2011). Due to the

heterogeneity in Parkinson’s disease, there is also likely consider-

able individual variability in the responsiveness of various neural

networks to dopamine replacement therapy (Merchant et al.,

2008a).

Although the interval-timing studies reviewed here studied pa-

tients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease at an intermediate dis-

ease stage with no clinical evidence of dementia, the interaction

between disease stage and dopaminergic therapy in Parkinson’s

disease is not well understood in terms of effects on motor con-

trol, decision-making and interval timing (Rowe et al., 2008; Jones

and Jahanshahi 2009; Jahanshahi et al., 2010a, b; Harrington

et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the impairments in temporal cognition

reported here (e.g. increases in variability, proportional rightward

shifts when timing a single target duration and ‘migration effect’

when timing multiple target durations within the same session)

occurs even in non-demented and early-stage patients with

Parkinson’s disease when tested OFF dopaminergic medication

and are at least partially restored when tested ON medication

(Malapani et al., 1998, 2002).

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is an acquired psychiatric disorder in which there is

an apparent disintegration in the processes of thinking and emo-

tional responsiveness, and the presence of auditory hallucinations,

paranoia and delusions. It has therefore been characterized by

some as a disorder of temporal coordination of information pro-

cessing in the brain (Densen, 1977; Andreasen, 1999; Fuchs,

2007; Carroll et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009). Schizophrenia has

previously been associated with ‘distortions in time’, however,

much like the study of autism, investigators are only just beginning

to systematically investigate the ability of these individuals to es-

timate time using standardized psychophysical procedures. A

recent study by Carroll et al. (2008), for example, employed a

temporal bisection task using subsecond durations (300–600 ms),

and both visual and auditory stimuli (Elvevag, 2003).

Carroll et al. (2008) observed that control participants and in-

dividuals with schizophrenia (the majority of whom were on anti-

psychotic medications—typical, atypical or both) demonstrated the

standard ‘modality effect’ in that auditory signals were judged to

be longer than visual signals of the same physical duration

(Penney et al., 2000)—although the magnitude of the modality

difference was reduced in the schizophrenia group. Surprisingly,

however, patients with schizophrenia reliably produced ‘non--

linear’ response classifications for visual durations with reversals

in response classifications occurring near the midpoint of the

signal range (i.e. geometric mean of the ‘short’ and ‘long’

anchor durations; in other words there is a ‘kink’ in the psycho-

metric timing function). This result is similar to the temporal bi-

section ‘reversal effect’ reported for a pre-symptomatic rat model

of Huntington’s disease (Höhn et al., 2011) as well as for normal

pigeons, mice and humans when duration discrimination in the

temporal bisection task becomes progressively more difficult, i.e.

as the ratio of ‘short’ to ‘long’ anchors durations became smaller

(Penney et al., 2008). Taken together, these results suggest that

individuals with schizophrenia given chronic antipsychotic medica-

tion (e.g. dopamine antagonists) have an increased difficulty in

timing visual signals, perhaps due to a reduction in clock speed

and/or increased variability in the timing of these signals.

Moreover, the bisection of the auditory signals near the geometric

mean of the ‘short’ and ‘long’ anchor durations suggests a dispro-

portionate dominance of auditory clock readings in reference

memory (at the expense of visual ones) given that the auditory

bisection function is typically observed to be shifted to the left of

the geometric mean and the visual bisection function to the right

(Meck and Church, 1982; Penney et al., 1998, 2000; Lustig and

Meck, 2001, 2011; Melgire et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2011—but

see Carroll et al., 2008). These rightward shifts and reductions in
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the sensitivity to time and feedback effects are similar to those

reported for non-schizophrenic patients given chronic haloperidol

(Lustig and Meck, 2005).

In a subsequent study, Carroll et al. (2009a) also administered a

multi-second temporal bisection procedure with auditory signals to

individuals with schizophrenia. They reported no differences in the

location of the point of subjective equality in patients with schizo-

phrenia (compared with unaffected controls). However, these in-

dividuals did reveal pathophysiological differences in the precision

of their psychometric timing functions, as reflected by the differ-

ence limen and Weber ratio. The investigators supposed a

common source of variance within the range of durations em-

ployed, ‘that is not specific to the timing of longer durations’

(Carroll et al., 2009a, p. 188). Computer modelling corroborated

that there was more temporal variability in patients with schizo-

phrenia. These temporal bisection results for auditory signals are

similar to those reported by Lee et al. (2009) in that patients with

schizophrenia underestimated duration (higher point of subjective

equality) in a 400 versus 800 ms condition, but not in a 1000

versus 2000 ms condition even though temporal sensitivity was

decreased for both conditions. The majority of patients with

schizophrenia were again medicated in this study (as they are in

most studies).

The fact that a wide variety of different antipsychotic drugs are

taken by the patients with schizophrenia participating in the timing

studies described above complicates the interpretation of the re-

sults. Although different antipsychotic drugs can be compared

using their ‘chlorpromazine equivalents’ with the resulting dosages

correlated with behavioural measures (Carroll et al., 2008), this

does virtually nothing to control for the differential timing effects

observed for typical (e.g. haloperidol) and atypical (e.g. clozapine)

antipsychotics, as well as for the anticholinergic and

anti-depressant drugs that patients with schizophrenia are fre-

quently administered (e.g. Meck, 1996; MacDonald and Meck,

2005; Buhusi and Meck, 2007). As a consequence, Penney

et al. (2005) tested healthy, unmedicated individuals deemed to

be at ‘high (genetic) risk’ for acquiring schizophrenia (e.g. one

parent diagnosed as schizophrenic). These authors reported a

greater clock speed difference (between auditory and visual sti-

muli) for individuals at high risk for acquiring schizophrenia than is

‘normally ‘revealed by control participants, and implicated the

cause as a ‘flicking switch’ that needs to be closed in order to

transfer ‘pulses’ from the pacemaker to the accumulator. It was

further supposed that individuals at high risk for acquiring schizo-

phrenia had faster experience of duration in the auditory modality

and a slower experience of duration in the visual modality that is

processed less automatically than the auditory modality and re-

quires greater attention to keep the switch closed—similar to the

effect reported for patients with schizophrenia by Carroll et al.

(2008)—see Penney et al. (1996, 2000). An assessment of the

scalar property revealed that individuals at high risk for acquiring

schizophrenia show superimposition of all psychometric functions,

meaning that the difference in the timing of auditory and visual

stimuli is multiplicative (rather than additive) further endorsing the

‘flickering switch’ interpretation (Penney, 2003; Penney and

Tourret, 2005).

Davalos et al. (2011) recently conducted a functional MRI study

comparing clinically stable patients with schizophrenia (neuroleptic

naı̈ve as well as those treated with traditional and non-traditional

neuroleptics) to healthy control participants in an ordinal compari-

son timing task at two levels of difficulty. In the ‘easy’ condition,

participants compared 70–300 ms tones with a 200 ms standard,

whereas in the ‘difficult’ condition 160–240 ms tones were com-

pared with a 200 ms standard. Although no significant group dif-

ferences were observed in reaction times, the schizophrenia group

made more ‘shorter’ and ‘longer’ categorization errors than con-

trols at both levels of difficulty. Moreover, differential patterns of

brain activation were observed for the two groups as a function of

task difficulty. Overall, patients with schizophrenia exhibited lower

levels of activation in neural circuits frequently associated with

interval timing, including the supplementary motor area, insula/

opercula and striatum (Coull et al., 2011). These group differences

were observed to increase as a function of task difficulty and led

the investigators to propose that failures of duration discrimination

in patients with schizophrenia are consistent with a ‘general’ tem-

poral processing deficit rather than being specific to sub- or

supra-second time ranges (Davalos et al., 2003, 2011).

Autism
Idiopathic autism is a developmental spectrum disorder (meaning

that there is a wide scale of severity of different symptoms within

the population). Although a neurobehavioural disorder, its under-

lying pathophysiology is not well understood. However, ‘abnorm-

alities’ in the function of the prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia and

cerebellum have been heavily implicated (Bauman et al., 1997;

Sears et al., 1999; Allen et al., 2004; Hollander et al, 2005;

Haznedar et al, 2006; Voelbel et al., 2006) as have a variety of

neurotransmitters, including dopamine and serotonin (Makkonen

et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2010)—both of which have been

implicated in timing and time perception (Coull et al., 2008, 2011;

Sysoeva et al., 2010; Meck et al., 2011; Weiner et al., 2011).

Allman et al. (2011a) employed a temporal bisection task using

two pairs of ‘anchor’ durations in different sessions (1 versus 4 s,

and 2 versus 8 s). Children with autism were found to have point

of subjective equality values located at a significantly shorter value

(relative to unaffected controls) during testing with both pairs of

durations. In fact for the lesser (in magnitude) duration pair (1

versus 4 s), the point of subjective equality was found to correlate

with scores on diagnostic tests for language and communication,

and working memory. A greater deviation in point of subjective

equality was obtained with those participants who had the ‘worst’

communication and working memory function. There was also a

significant group difference in Weber ratio for the greater (in mag-

nitude) stimulus pair (i.e. autistic sensitivity was ‘worse’).

Furthermore, the two timing functions from affected individuals

superimposed to a lesser extent. Principled computer modelling of

the obtained temporal bisection data revealed that individuals with

autism appear to have a tendency to ‘truncate’ (or shorten) longer

durations, and more variable time representations overall, particu-

larly for longer durations. These results might also be interpreted

by supposing that memories for both the ‘short’ and ‘long’ anchor

durations influenced test responding to a different extent, as a
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function of the relative magnitude of the duration pairs (i.e. the

‘short’ anchor had a major influence during the 2 versus 8 s dis-

crimination). Of course, the psychological explanation for why

autistic individuals may adopt two different strategies to perform

the temporal bisection task is unclear, but one possibility may be

that they experience pathophysiological distortions in their ability

to estimate longer durations per se (their data suggest those dur-

ations over 3.0–3.5 s). Allman et al. (2011a) also indicate that

parents of children with autism tend to describe their child’s

sense of time as ‘poor’ [It’s About Time questionnaire (Barkley

et al., 1997); developed for children with ADHD].

In a study using temporal reproduction, Szelag et al. (2004)

tested autistic individuals with either auditory or visual signals,

and two different duration ranges (although these were both be-

tween 1.0–5.5 s). Across modality and duration set, individuals

with autism tended to reproduce all durations �3.0–3.5 s. One

possibility is that this pattern of results reflects an underlying def-

icit in flexible motor programmes (which is likely disordered in

autism; Gidley et al., 2006), and this intriguing pattern has not

been replicated in a more recent study. Martin et al. (2010) re-

vealed that individuals with autism are less accurate in their tem-

poral reproductions, and more variable, particularly at longer

durations (which were under-reproduced).

In a separate study, children with autism were compared with

non-affected controls on a specific range of durations (between

2 and 45 s) on three alternate forms of task: time estimation, re-

production and production (Wallace and Happé, 2008). These au-

thors report no differences between autistic and unaffected

individuals on any of these assessments. In fact, those individuals

with autism were more accurate during reproduction (which is in

contrast to the aforementioned pathophysiological findings).

However, those affected with autism did reveal several interesting

trends; they generally over-estimated the durations, and made

under-productions (to a lesser extent; compared with controls).

They also observed that the marked tendency to over-estimate

duration tended to decrease (slightly) as the durations got

longer, whereas time production performance was more

consistent.

Interestingly, unaffected family members (parents or siblings) of

individuals with autism demonstrate patterns of oculomotor timing

behaviour indicative of abnormalities in left-lateralized corticostria-

tal circuits (Mosconi et al., 2010). These timing deficits may be a

distinguishing feature of autism given that they have not been

reported for other neuropsychiatric disorders and could be related

to the atypical brain lateralization and language development

associated with the disorder.

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
The essential features of ADHD are inattention, hyperactivity and

impulsivity. An extensive survey of timing-based findings from

participants (usually children) with ADHD is presented by Toplak

et al. (2006), and we will not repeat all these here (they do not all

yield consistent results; and many are also related to timed motor

programmes). It is usually found that on duration discrimination

tasks (being able to perceive a noticeable difference between dur-

ations), that individual’s with ADHD have higher difference

thresholds, across the milliseconds to seconds range of stimulus

duration, in both auditory and visual modalities. During temporal

production and reproduction procedures, it is often (but not

always) revealed that individuals with ADHD tend to underesti-

mate durations, and their judgements have increased variability. In

a recent study examining time estimation (verbal report), individ-

uals with ADHD were found to produce less accurate judgements

(more errors), which were also more variable (Pollak et al., 2009).

Barkley et al. (1997) also reported that children with ADHD are

rated more ‘poorly’ by their parents on questionnaires designed to

evaluate their ‘sense of time, their referencing of time in their daily

discourse with others, their ability to conform to directions con-

taining time parameters, and their ability to meet deadlines asso-

ciated with work assignments’ Barkley et al., 1997, p. 361). It

remains to be determined whether the supra-second timing def-

icits presented by individuals with ADHD are best attributed to

difficulties in timing per se or to a limited attentional capacity

that impacts a variety of cognitive functions (Meck, 2005;

Hwang et al., 2010).

Levin et al. (1996) examined the effect of nicotine (administered

by transdermal patch) on time estimation in non-smoking adults

with ADHD (tested OFF their normal medication, e.g. methyl-

phenidate). Nicotine has been found to alleviate some of the

attentional deficits associated with this disorder (as well as schizo-

phrenia) due to its putative effect on dopamine release in striatum

and prefrontal cortex (Cao et al., 2005). In the timing component

of the study, nicotine was found to improve performance on 7

and 17-s peak-interval procedures, increasing both accuracy and

precision by normalizing the proportional rightward distortions

observed for the timing of visual stimuli OFF medication. These

rightward horizontal shifts were attributed to deficits in attention

(e.g. flickering of a mode switch that gates pulses from a pace-

maker into an accumulator) and could be corrected either by feed-

back or nicotine administration—demonstrating synergy between

behavioural and pharmacological interventions for ADHD (Levin

et al., 1996, 1998; Meck, 2005; Groom et al., 2010).

What individual and patho-
physiological differences
reveal about ‘normal’ timing
As already mentioned, we intend to discuss how some of the

pathophysiological findings in time perception and timed perform-

ance described above and outlined in Table 1 might be understood

within the ‘context’ of a recently described neurobiological

model of interval timing. Briefly, in the striatal beat frequency

model (Matell and Meck, 2000, 2004; Matell et al., 2003,

2011; Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Meck et al., 2008; Coull et al,

2011) duration estimation is based upon the coincidence detection

of oscillatory processes in corticostriatal circuits as illustrated in

Fig. 2. The striatal beat frequency model supposes that: at the

onset of a to be timed signal, populations of cortical (and thalam-

ic) neurons phase reset (and synchronize) and begin oscillating

at their endogenous periodicities (the clock stage in Scalar

Expectancy Theory). Dopamine release from the ventral tegmental
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area at the onset of the signal is believed to play a part in this

resetting function for cortical neurons while also acting as a ‘start

gun’, and dopamine release from the substantia nigra pars com-

pacta at signal onset works in a similar fashion to reset the weights

of the synaptic connections in the dorsal striatum (Matell and

Meck, 2004; Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Jahanshahi et al., 2006;

Meck et al., 2008). The detection of coincident activation of spe-

cific cortical oscillation patterns is the role of striatal medium spiny

neurons (input cells of the basal ganglia). The adjustment of cor-

ticostriatal synaptic weights (akin to the memory stage in Scalar

Expectancy Theory) allows the striatal spiny neurons to discrimin-

ate and become ‘tuned’ to specific patterns of coincident oscilla-

tory activity, increasing their likelihood of firing upon similar

patterns of cortical activation in the future. This property accounts

for the close correspondence to aspects of interval timing and

working memory performance, which are held to depend on the

same neural representation of a specific stimulus (Lustig and

Meck, 2005; Lustig et al., 2005). Given that oscillatory activation

repeats itself at regular intervals (its period) and changes in a

systematic manner as a function of time (its phase), these cortical

oscillatory patterns can represent time intervals in the

seconds-to-minutes range although their neural firing occurs in

the milliseconds range. The striatal medium spiny neurons are

able to detect these patterns, which are similar to musical cords,

by acting as coincidence detectors or ‘perceptrons’ (Buonomano

and Maass, 2009) and function much like the decision stage in the

Scalar Expectancy Theory. Striatal output travels to the thalamus

along two pathways: the direct (dopamine D1 receptor mediated)

and indirect (dopamine D2 receptor mediated) (Graybiel, 2000;

MacDonald and Meck, 2004; Buhusi and Meck, 2005), then

loops back to the cortex and striatum, influencing the rate of os-

cillatory activity and permitting alterations in clock speed by chan-

ging the input to striatal spiny neurons (and producing a

response). Differential activity in the direct and indirect pathways

of the basal ganglia may serve to start, stop (pause) or reset the

timing process (Matell and Meck, 2004, p. 152). Consequently,

the striatal beat frequency model has the advantage of being con-

sistent with the known neuroanatomy and neuropharmacology of

Table 1 Summary of individual differences and pathophysiological distortions in time perception and time performance

Basic timing procedures Individual differences Neurological condition(s)

Bisection function (point of
subjective equality� geometric
mean) equal influence of both
‘short and long’ anchors

Some ‘normal’ participant’s exhibit
greater influence of the ‘short’ anchor
on the point of subjective equality

Autism may lead to greater influence of the ‘short’ anchor
duration (Allman et al., 2011a). Left temporal lobe
resection (in contrast to the right temporal lobe)
produces over-estimation and depression produces
underestimation of duration (Vidalaki et al., 1999;
Melgire et al., 2005; Balci et al., 2009; Gil and
Droit-Volet, 2009)

Auditory/visual differences in
point of subjective equality
when trained in same session—
explained by ‘memory mixing’

Some ‘normal’ participants do not exhibit
the auditory/visual difference in point of
subjective equality

Participants at ‘high risk’ for schizophrenia as well as
individuals with schizophrenia exhibit greater auditory/
visual—point of subjective equality difference—perhaps
due to a relative decrease in attention and/or clock
speed for visual signals. This is in contrast to participants
at risk for affective disorders and those with temporal
lobe resection (Melgire et al., 2005; Penney et al., 2005;
Carroll et al., 2008)

Ordinal comparison procedure
with multiple standards

Individual differences in ‘memory mixing’,
i.e. some ‘normal’ participant’s display
little or no ‘mixing’ of the different
standards in memory

‘Memory mixing’ effect can be influenced by feedback
with differential effects of valence (e.g. positive versus
negative feedback effects)—suggesting the involvement
of dopamine (Gu and Meck, 2011b)

Peak-interval timing procedures
with associated measures of
accuracy (peak time) and
precision (peak spread)

Individual differences in accuracy and
precision (Rakitin et al., 1998; Meck,
2002a, b). Individual differences in
‘migration’ with multiple standard
durations (Malapani et al., 1998)

Individual differences in peak time in ADHD and normal
adults as a function of drug treatment (nicotine or
haloperidol) and the probability of intertrial interval
feedback. Dopamine-controlled regulation of clock
speed is used to explain the drug and feedback effects
(Levin et al., 1996; Lustig and Meck, 2005; Meck,
2005). Patients with Parkinson’s disease tested OFF
their levodopa medication exhibit large ‘migration’
effects—suggesting a role for dopamine in this form of
‘memory mixing’ (Malapani et al., 1998; Koch et al.,
2005, 2008a)

Ambiguous tempo judgement
paradigms

Large individual differences in the strength
of beat based versus interval timing are
observed (Grahn and McAuley, 2009)

Quinpirole (dopamine D2 receptor agonist) sensitized rats
more readily engage in rhythmical (beat-based) timing
behaviour reminiscent of the ‘non-functional’ fixation
to time observed in obsessive–compulsive disorder
(Gu et al., 2008, 2011a)

Time estimation up to 60 s Individual differences in time perception
due to spatial asymmetries and ‘normal’
levels of neglect in healthy individuals
(Vicario et al., 2008; Grondin, 2010;
Hurwitz and Danckert, 2011)

Underestimation of time in patients with unilateral neglect
(Danckert et al., 2007)
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interval timing while at the same time making testable predictions

regarding the functioning of its components (Rao et al., 2001;

Macar et al., 2002; Coull et al., 2004, 2008, 2011; Harrington

et al., 2004a, b, 2010; Ivry and Spencer, 2004; Koch et al., 2005,

2008a, b, 2009; Jahanshahi et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2007;

Meck et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009). A description of the quan-

titative neurophysiological parameters used in computer simula-

tions of the striatal beat frequency model is provided in

Appendix I.

As described above, the role of the basal ganglia in temporal

processing has been typically investigated in patients with

Parkinson’s disease, albeit with mixed results (Perbal et al.,

2005; Smith et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2008; Koch et al., 2008a;

Merchant et al., 2008a; Wearden et al., 2008). Studies involving

patients with Parkinson’s disease also suggest difficulties in beat

extraction and the comparison of rhythmic sequences (Grahn and

Brett, 2009; Grahn and McAuley, 2009). However, Parkinson’s

disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, and besides

medication and different Parkinson’s disease subgroups, some of

the heterogeneity of the respective results may be due to the

variable extent of cortical damage in this population, which can

be minimal or absent in patients with basal ganglia lesions. As a

consequence, the observation of timing deficits in patients with

focal basal ganglia lesions provides strong evidence for the in-

volvement of the caudate and putamen in timing and time per-

ception (Schwartze et al., 2011; but see Aparicio et al., 2005;

Coslett et al., 2010 for possible exceptions). Moreover, mesolim-

bic, nigrostriatal and mesocortical phasic dopamine release are

crucial to the striatal beat frequency model of temporal processing,

e.g. problems in timing and time perception could arise in the

synchronization of cortical oscillations at signal onset (ventral teg-

mental area to cortical dopamine burst), or resetting of striatal

Periodic firing rates Cortex (glutamate)

Substantia nigra
pars compacta

(dopamine)

D2 inhibitory

D1 excitatory

Globus pallidus
(GABA)

Entopeduncular
nucleus/

substantia nigra
pars reticulata

(GABA)

Subthalamic nucleus
(glutamate)

Thalamus (glutamate)

Ventral
tegmental area

(dopamine)

Striatal
spiny

neuron
(GABA)

Figure 2 Striatal beat frequency model of interval timing. In this model, intervals are timed via striatal spiny neurons that monitor

activation patterns of oscillatory neurons in the cortex. These cortical neurons have patterns of activity that fire with different frequencies

and converge onto spiny neurons, as illustrated. At the beginning of an interval, these oscillating neurons are synchronized and the status

level of the spiny neurons reset by phasic dopaminergic input from the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra pars compacta,

respectively. The delivery of reinforcement at the target duration produces a pulse of dopamine thereby strengthening the synapses in the

striatum that are activated as a result of the beat frequency pattern of these cortical neurons at that specific point in time. In this manner,

mechanisms of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression are used to strengthen and weaken synaptic weights in order to

produce a record in memory of the target duration. Later, when the same signal duration is timed again, neostriatal GABAergic spiny

neurons compare the current pattern of activation of these cortical neurons with the pattern stored in memory in order to determine when

the target duration has been reached. When the clock and memory patterns match as determined by coincidence detection, the spiny

neurons fire to indicate that the interval has elapsed. In this model, clock speed is determined by the levels of tonic dopamine–glutamate

activity in ventral tegmental area–cortical pathways, which modulates the frequency of cortical oscillations (Cheng et al., 2006, 2007a, b,

c). Adapted from Matell and Meck (2004).
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spiny neuron membrane potentials (substantia nigra pars com-

pacta to striatum dopamine burst), or tonic dopamine levels reg-

ulating clock speed during a trial as described by MacDonald and

Meck (2004, 2005), Matell and Meck (2000, 2004) and Meck

(2006a, b).

Parkinson’s disease
The ‘migration effect’ observed in the double-duration condition

(Malapani et al., 1998) cannot be easily accounted for by the

standard type of information processing model that Scalar

Expectancy Theory provides (Meck and Benson, 2002;

Shea-Brown et al., 2006). Within the context of the striatal beat

frequency model, however, it may be accounted for by assuming

that this dopaminergic effect arises from a decrease in the rate of

cortical oscillations and the coupling of striatal spiny neurons as a

result of reduced dopaminergic input. Such effects have been

observed as a result of dopamine cell loss in the ventral tegmental

area and substantia nigra pars compacta, respectively (Matell and

Meck, 2004; Meck, 2006a, b). If spiny neurons representing dif-

ferent target duration (e.g. 8 and 21 s) were to couple and form

cell assemblies in response to dopamine depletion, then ‘migration’

of the durations that they represent would be expected (Matell

and Meck, 2004; Humphries et al., 2009).

As described previously, a recent functional MRI study using an

‘ordinality comparison’ procedure (Harrington et al., 2011) has

indicated that patients with Parkinson’s disease, both ON and

OFF levodopa medication, reveal disturbances in striatal activation

during the timing of both the standard and comparison durations

(task difficulty was deliberately adjusted so that any differences in

behavioural timing functions would be attenuated, which are con-

sidered by some to introduce potential confounds to neural inter-

pretation). Harrington et al. (2011) reported Parkinson’s disease

differences across a distributed ‘normal’ timing system (for a

review, see Macar and Vidal, 2009) and report Parkinson’s disease

timing dysfunction in multi-sensory association areas. According to

the striatal beat frequency model, striatal activity subserves a ‘cen-

tral clock’—hence the observed Parkinson’s disease dysfunction for

both durations in a sequence pair. Moreover, striatal beat fre-

quency predicts that striatal activation would be different across

modalities if separable sensory processes promote different corti-

costriatal interactions. According to the striatal beat frequency

model, delayed and depressed striatal activation early in the

course of interval encoding should reflect reduced sensitivity in

detection and/or integration of cortical oscillatory states, thereby

producing the observed increases in timing variability for patients

with Parkinson’s disease tested both ON and OFF dopaminergic

medication (Harrington et al., 2011).

Schizophrenia
The presented evidence suggests that individuals at high risk for

acquiring schizophrenia exhibit exaggerated differences in clock

speed between auditory and visual modalities with the auditory

modality dominating timing and time perception in terms of

increased clock speed and the sampling of memory distributions

for anchor durations. On the other hand, chronically medicated

patients with schizophrenia display more muted differences in the

experience of time ‘between’ sensory modalities. That is, they do

not appear to judge an auditory stimulus (of a given duration) as

longer than a visual stimulus to the same extent as control par-

ticipants. This ‘modality effect’ is presumably a critical component

of functional intersensory integration across different modalities

(i.e. the sight and sounds of a person’s speech). It is easy to im-

agine how differences in the cortical time base for sensory mod-

alities might create problems of coincident detection within the

striatal beat frequency model—furthermore, there is a recent

hypothesis of schizophrenia that attributes asynchronous cortical

network oscillations to impairments in cognitive function

(Gonzalez-Burgos and Lewis, 2008). For instance, distorted cortical

activation and impairment in sensory integration ostensibly sug-

gests that signal durations might be poorly accumulated.

Conceptually, one might even conceive of ‘echoes’ of interference

in the process of estimating time (hallucinations), as fragments of

time estimations from different modalities may not be combined in

an appropriate fashion. This might even be assumed to produce

failures in the adequate perception of temporal order—particularly

action or agency; see also Carroll et al. (2009b) for further patho-

physiological differences during the continuation phase of a

finger-tapping task in affected individuals with schizophrenia and

Stavitsky et al. (2008) for the occurrence of hallucinations in

Parkinson’s disease as a function of related temporal factors.

Given the observation that modality effects are exaggerated in

individuals at high risk for acquiring schizophrenia, it would be

important to determine whether these auditory–visual differences

vary systematically as a function of the expression of schizophrenia

symptoms and antipsychotic drug treatment. Our expectation is

that these modality effects would be greatest in first episode, anti-

psychotic drug naı̈ve patients with schizophrenia given the poten-

tial for long-term antipsychotic drug treatment to reduce

differences in cortical and basal ganglia volumes between patients

with schizophrenia and controls (Glenthoj et al., 2007; Ebdrup

et al., 2010; Gutiérrez-Galve et al., 2010). The most straightfor-

ward assumption would be that individuals at high risk for acquir-

ing schizophrenia lie on a continuum somewhere between

medicated and drug naı̈ve schizophrenia patients. In this fashion,

the striatal beat frequency theory could account for the different

patterns of modality effects in individuals at high risk for acquiring

schizophrenia and patients with schizophrenia if basal ganglia vol-

umes were found to co-vary as a function of the expression of

schizophrenia symptoms and duration of antipsychotic drug treat-

ment, taking into account potential differences between typical

and atypical antipsychotic drugs (Scherk and Falkai, 2006;

Glenthoj et al., 2007).

Autism
The striatal beat frequency model allows us to speculate on certain

characteristic aspects of ‘autistic’ behaviours. For instance, there

is a close correspondence between the neurobiology of the

model’s proposed timing circuits and those that underlie certain

stereotypic behaviours. For example, dopamine D2 receptor

antagonists (e.g. haloperidol) separately decrease stereotypy and

produce a rightward shift (over-estimation) in timing functions
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(Lustig and Meck, 2005). The dopamine hypothesis of autism

arose partly from observations that haloperidol is effective in alle-

viating certain aspects of the autistic behavioural phenotype

(Volkmar and Pauls, 2003), which indirectly might imply an in-

crease in clock speed in autism that is normalized by medication.

However, across the studies we report, there are few indices that

would reveal such mediation effects (but see Wallace and Happé,

2008). Consistent with altered levels of dopamine in autism, it

might be conjectured that these individuals possess an aberrant

cortical resetting function, which in turn may serve to potentiate

cortical asynchronizations (in fact, a failure to resynchronize the

oscillations is perhaps the most fundamental deficit with respect to

its potential impact on duration estimation; as in schizophrenia).

There is reasonable evidence of disordered cortical synchronization

and ‘abnormal’ temporal binding of stimulus input in autism (e.g.

Brock et al., 2002; Rippon et al., 2006); in fact, these individuals

have been found to ‘bind’ sensations over an extended window of

stimulus onset asynchronies than is typical, which is probably

related to pathophysiological alterations in multisensory function

(Foss-Feig et al., 2010). This type of temporal account resonates

strikingly well with the weak central coherence hypothesis of

autism—the idea that a limited ability to understand context or

to ‘see the big picture’—underlies the central disturbance in autism

and related autism spectrum disorders (Minshew et al., 1997).

However, a word of caution is that the ‘mechanics’ of an inter-

action between temporal integration in timing and other cognitive

processes is currently uncertain (see Meck and Benson, 2002, p.

207 for a fuller review). As we suggested in the context of find-

ings in schizophrenia, it seems reasonable to suppose that dis-

turbed coincident detection of (aberrant) oscillatory states could

interfere with the starting (or ‘resetting’) of the interval clock

(integrated by the striatum), and increase timing variability

(which was found at a general level by most hitherto reported

findings in autistic disorder).

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
An intriguing example of the neuropharmacological basis of inter-

val timing is illustrated by the results obtained from college stu-

dents diagnosed with ADHD given methylphenidate maintenance

therapy (Meck, 2005). During a discrete-trials peak-interval pro-

cedure with 7 s and 17 s target durations, a blue square transitions

to magenta at the appropriate target duration during training

trials, and thereafter, participants are requested to reproduce the

target duration signalled by the duration of the blue square for a

sequence of test trials after which a distribution of their responses

is plotted on a relative timescale at the completion of the trial

during the intertrial interval. This intertrial interval feedback is dis-

played on the computer monitor and provides the participant with

information concerning the relative accuracy and precision of their

timing behaviour on the just completed trial. Intertrial interval

feedback can be randomly presented following a fixed proportion

of trials (in this case 25 and 100%). As reported by Meck (2005),

when the participant is provided with intertrial interval feedback

on 100% of the trials the peak-interval functions are centred at

the correct target durations showing excellent accuracy of the

reproduced intervals. In contrast, when intertrial interval feedback

is provided on only 25% of the trials, a proportional rightward

shift is observed in the timing of the 7 s and 17 s intervals, reflect-

ing a discrepancy in the accuracy of temporal reproductions that

is not observed in normal participants (Rakitin et al., 1998; Lustig

and Meck, 2005). This rightward shift is accompanied by a broad-

ening of the peak-interval functions indicating a decrease in tem-

poral precision with lower levels of feedback. Both of these

findings are consistent with a slowing of the internal clock as a

function of the probability of feedback and may be the result of a

deficit in attention mediated by the flickering of a switch that

gates pulses from a pacemaker into an accumulator or by a re-

duction in cortical oscillation frequencies (Penney et al., 1998,

2000; Meck and Benson, 2002; Lustig, 2003; Penney, 2003;

Lustig and Meck, 2005; Coull et al., 2011). Interestingly, when

participants are given a stimulant drug (e.g. 7 mg/day transdermal

nicotine skin patch) that increases dopamine levels, the effects of

25% intertrial interval feedback are enhanced and produce levels

of temporal accuracy and precision that are equivalent to the

100% intertrial interval feedback condition in both the medicated

and unmedicated states. These results suggest an equivalence of

the intertrial interval feedback effects and the types of pharmaco-

logical stimulation provided to patients with ADHD by drugs such

as nicotine and methylphenidate (Levin et al., 1996, 1998). These

findings also support the proposal that deficits in attention can

lead to the underestimation of signal durations in a manner con-

sistent with a slowing of an internal clock that is sensitive to dopa-

minergic manipulations whether they are produced by behavioural

(intertrial interval feedback in a video game format) or pharmaco-

logical (nicotine or methylphenidate) therapeutic treatments

(Koepp et al., 1998; Buhusi and Meck, 2002, 2005).

What pathophysiological
differences reveal about the
psychology of the clinical
phenotypes

Parkinson’s disease
The disruption of the ‘temporal dynamics’ of neural activation and

the slowing down of processes involved in timing and time per-

ception as a result of Parkinson’s disease and its associated deple-

tion of dopaminergic function is likely to impact numerous

cognitive functions, including attention and memory (Harrington

et al., 1998, 2010; Meck and Benson, 2002; Perbal et al., 2005;

Jahanshahi et al., 2010a, b). Processing speed, for example, has

been used as a measure of cognitive efficiency and/or cognitive

proficiency as related to higher order function (Mega and

Cummings, 1994; Benke et al., 2003). As a consequence, the

potential links between temporal processing and other classic fea-

tures of Parkinson’s disease (e.g. planning, executive processing

and cognitive inflexibility) are likely to become a major focus of

future studies. In particular, recent functional MRI findings have

shown disturbances in cortical systems besides ‘sensorimotor’

areas, including systems associated with working memory and
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memory encoding and retrieval (Harrington et al., 2011). These

findings indicate that mesocortical dopamine pathways, in addition

to the nigrostriatal dopamine pathways that degenerate in

Parkinson’s disease, contribute to temporal processing distortions

while also providing support for a ‘disconnection syndrome’ view

of Parkinson’s disease in which coordination among subcortical

and cortical structures is critical to cognition, emotion, perception

and motor function (Cronin-Golomb, 2010).

Schizophrenia
Any distortions in the ability to estimate time as we have discussed

might be presumed to further perpetuate temporal distortion.

Posited differences in time estimation have a historical basis in

the analysis of schizophrenia, and they too have been discussed

within the concept of the ‘specious present’. Borst and Cohen

(1987) surmised: ‘according to Fraisse (1984), a duration of up

to about 3 s is perceived as a quantity whose beginning has not

yet been stored in memory while in longer durations memory

intervenes in the making of a global judgement about the dur-

ation. On the basis of this distinction, one could implicate a spe-

cific deficit in time estimation’ in schizophrenia (Borst and Cohen,

1987, p. 332). This gives some credence to the opinion that the

scope of this platform (in terms of the integrity of the timing

signal, and its capacity for multisensory integration) is related to

aspects of what has become known as the ‘specious present’

which is, in some studies of other populations, assumed to the

basis by which we can think forward and backward in time, and

which forms the scaffolding for much of our ‘mental lives’.

Autism
Certain pathophysiological differences in individuals with autism

were notable with respect to the emphasis that was focused in

the duration range of 3.5–5.0 s (Szelag et al., 2004; Allman et al.,

2011a), which may (or may not) be of some significance to our

understanding of autistic disorder. Szelag et al. (2004) claimed

that the processing of stimulus duration was disconnected from

the temporal platform of the ‘specious present’, widely assumed to

be between 3.0 and 5.0 s (Michon, 1978), but the findings of

Allman et al. (2011a) reveal such difficulties only for the experi-

ence of longer durations, which are presumed to exceed the tem-

poral limit of this processing ‘boundary’. This in turn, suggests

autistic individuals may experience problems linking successive

periods or ‘platforms’ together (Poppel, 1997, 2009), hence they

may appear relatively insensitive to longer durations. This hypoth-

esis is consistent with theories describing autism in terms of ‘weak

central coherence’ (Happé, 1999; Nakano et al., 2010). It has also

been previously suggested that sensory deprivation and isolation

are accompanied by the subjective shortening of duration (Block,

1979, 1990), and it is an interesting possibility that the character-

istic aloofness of autistic disorder (and lack of social engagement)

might be somehow related.

It also seems likely that the ability to estimate duration is inex-

tricably linked to being able to ‘think forwards in time‘, which has

itself been suggested to approximate the relative length and com-

plexity of an autistic child’s restricted or repetitive behavioural and

cognitive repertoire (Boucher, 2001; Allman and DeLeon, 2009).

Perhaps one of the most intriguing pathophysiological findings in

individuals with autistic disorder is the revelation that they experi-

ence problems with ‘diachronic (Montangero et al., 1996), that is:

they are less likely to think about past or future stages of a current

situation; have difficulty understanding that things can change or

evolve over time but remain the same thing; and understanding

that successive states or events are part of a unitary whole

(Boucher et al., 2007). They also reveal selective difficulties on

tasks that require a form of temporal dimension, such as thinking

about the past (episodic memory; Maister and Plaisted, 2009) and

the future (planning; Ozonoff et al., 1991)—that are considered

by researchers of animal cognition to be aspects of ‘mental time

travel’ (Clayton et al., 2003). It may finally be of interest to note

that the 24-h circadian rhythm and more specifically levels of

melatonin appear abnormal in autism (Nir et al., 1995). That is,

there may be grounds to suppose pathophysiological deficits in

timing across a wide range of scales that might be affected by

the product of some ‘core’ aspect of an individual’s inability to

adequately estimate duration.

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
Impulsivity displayed in ADHD and other disorders is, at least in

part, held to be dependent on a (dopamine-mediated) propensity

to choose smaller sooner over larger later rewards (in addition to

other decision-making functions; such as a lack of inhibition of

prepotent motor responses, over-weighting of rewards relative

to losses and a failure to slow down in the face of decision con-

flict). This requires that both the magnitude of the reward and its

relative distance in time, contribute to the assignment of ‘value’

(choice should be directed towards the reward with highest sub-

jective ‘value’). It might be suggested that in addition to being

mediated by reward learning (the dominant approach), such

decision-making processes require some form of internal temporal

scale [in ‘normal’ humans at least (Critchfield and Kollins, 2001)].

For the sake of parsimony, let us suppose that the ability to esti-

mate duration (interval timing) might be related to (or form part

of the basis of) an internal temporal framework (dimension) that is

recruited to make such decisions (i.e. one might be some propor-

tional transform of the other); in fact, both ‘time-keeping’ pro-

cesses have been linked to the striatum [in striatal beat frequency

and in temporal discount rate (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Wittmann

et al., 2007a, b; Wittmann and Paulus, 2008)]. Under these as-

sumptions, pathophysiological increases in clock speed might be

supposed to distort the breadth of an ‘imagined’ time frame, such

that it (an expected ‘hypothetical’ delay) may be perceived as ‘too

long’. It has been revealed (in ‘normal’ adults) that excess dopa-

mine levels (by the administration of levodopa versus placebo) can

selectively increase choice towards more immediate rewards, by

influencing the rate of the discounting function, such that in-

creases in delay appear to become intolerable (Pine et al.,

2010). In fact, some patients with Parkinson’s disease taking levo-

dopa/carbidopa medication experience a variety of behavioural

side effects (such as increased impulsivity, hypersexuality and

pathological gambling). That clinically ‘impulsive’ populations [i.e.

ADHD and drug addicts; who may also reveal clock speed deficits
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(Barkley et al., 1997; Wittmann et al., 2007a)] have also been

found to produce characteristic differences in psychometric dis-

counting functions (Bickel and Marsch, 2001) lends some support

to the idea that underlying interval-timing processes might be dir-

ectly related to distortions of temporal evaluations affecting choice

and impulsive behaviours in certain individuals.

Conclusions
The experience of time is presumably of fundamental importance

for how we make sense of the world. In fact, difficulties ‘making

sense of the world’ may characterize certain clinical neurobeha-

vioural or psychiatric disorders of cognition (e.g. schizophrenia and

autism), although in today’s medical profession, there is no dis-

order solely characterized as a disorder of timing. However, certain

pathophysiological differences have been reported, particularly, in

individuals affected with Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, autism

or ADHD. Moreover, such pathophysiological distortions may be

particularly amenable to analysis according to a recently developed

neurobiological model of interval timing (striatal beat frequency

model; Matell and Meck, 2004), couched within a traditional in-

formation processing conceptual framework (Scalar Expectancy

Theory; Gibbon et al., 1984). Collectively, these pathophysiologic-

al findings suggest that the estimation of duration is a fundamen-

tal ‘basic unit of ability’ on which other cognitive and behavioural

processes are based. It might also be conjectured that the integrity

of this ability is related to observable sensations and behaviours

(such as poor intersensory integration and stereotypy), and even

to an individual’s internal ‘timeline for life events’. In fact, certain

clinical populations display differentially shaped timing functions

that are characteristic of their specific classification, thus, for ex-

ample, allowing for the dissociation of various affective disorders

[e.g. depression and mania (Sévigny et al., 2003; Bschor et al.,

2004; Gil and Droit-Volet, 2009)]. The burgeoning interest in time

perception and questions as to how it might be disturbed in cer-

tain clinical populations will undoubtedly hasten our understanding

of timing-related disorders, but also, might hopefully go some way

to remediating certain symptoms. For instance, aside from poten-

tial pharmacological manipulations designed to affect clock speed

(Meck, 2005), the advancement and implementation of thera-

peutic/educational external supports designed to facilitate the

temporal dimensions of emotion and cognition might be particu-

larly effective in promoting adaptive behaviour (Lalli et al., 1994;

Droit-Volet and Meck, 2007; Grondin, 2010). In fact, difficulties

with time management skills are a pervasive problem in a variety

of disorders of adaptive psychological function (i.e. neurological

patients), and picture schedules, timers or timelines for upcoming

events in time are often very effective in ameliorating difficulties.

Recent reports, for example, have suggested that computer-based

rhythm and timing training in children with ADHD contributes to

improvements in attentional focus and time tracking (Leisman and

Melillo, 2010; Leisman et al., 2010), whereas training-induced

coordination and coherence of oscillation frequencies within tha-

lamocortical pathways between hemispheres may support cogni-

tive and motor improvement in autistic spectrum disorder (Melillo

and Leisman, 2009). Moreover, improvements in gait speed, stride

length and depression indices associated with Parkinson’s disease

have been observed following the rhythmic auditory stimulation

provided by music therapy (Paccehetti et al., 2000; Hayashi et al.,

2006). The beneficial effects of these different forms of rhythmical

entrainment suggest the obligatory nature of synchronized oscilla-

tory activity in targeted corticostriatal regions subserving interval

timing (Gu et al., 2011a).

As previously noted, the major focus of our review has been on

the cortex and basal ganglia—including the dorsal striatum, which

receives its primary inputs from motor sensory, premotor and

dorsal prefrontal cortices, and its interaction with the ventral stri-

atum, which receives afferent inputs from orbitofrontal cortex,

amygdala, hippocampus and anterior cingulate (Buhusi and

Meck, 2005; Meck, 2006a, b; Meck et al., 2008; Coull et al.,

2011). It is important to note that the cerebellum is another sub-

cortical structure that has been proposed to be involved in precise

timing and is impacted in numerous ways by most of the patho-

physiological conditions discussed in this review (Ivry, 1996; Casini

and Ivry, 1999; Diedrichsen et al., 2003; Spencer et al., 2003;

Spencer and Ivry, 2005; Koch et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2007;

Andreasen and Pierson, 2008; Picard et al., 2008; Gillig and

Sanders, 2010; Gooch et al., 2010). The parallel here is that

both the basal ganglia and cerebellum are central components of

reciprocal neural circuits connecting with specific cortical regions

as illustrated in Fig. 3 (Middleton and Strick, 1997). Moreover, an

integrative model of timing and time perception has been recently

proposed in which two parallel systems are required in order to

account for the full range of durations resolved by the ‘internal

clock’ (Madison, 2001; Santamaria, 2002; Ivry and Schlerf, 2008).

This model includes a bottom-up system for timing in the millisec-

onds range—considered important for motor coordination and

computed by the cerebellum. The other component involves a

top–down system for timing in the seconds-to-minutes range—

considered important for temporal estimation and computed by

frontal–striatal circuits that are able to concatenate smaller inter-

vals generated locally or by the cerebellum. To evaluate this

model, Santamaria (2002) simulated a neural network of cerebellar

activity that represented the millisecond timing system. Contrary

to the initial predictions of non-linearity in the output of this net-

work, simulations indicated that timing error increased linearly as a

function of interval length, but drift in the variability of the mod-

el’s output showed a systematic non-linearity (Crystal, 2003). It

was also predicted that transfer of timing between different ef-

fector systems (e.g. left and right hands) would be minimal due to

motor-specific interval learning by the cerebellum. In contrast,

model simulations provided evidence for transfer of timing be-

tween hands indicating an unexpected robustness of the frontal

networks and a surprising degree of independence from the cere-

bellum. One conclusion that can be drawn from this type of ana-

lysis is that frontal–striatal circuits are apparently able to rescale

durations in a proportional manner and compensate for error dif-

ferences generated by the cerebellum. This type of ‘scalar’ repre-

sentation of intervals (Gibbon et al., 1984; Gibbon and Church,

1990) may contribute to the observed transfer among different

effector systems by allowing for the encoding of event durations

in a less motor-specific fashion and establishes a manner in which

different timing systems (e.g. cerebellum and basal ganglia) can
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interact across a wider range of durations (e.g. milliseconds to

hours). Such an analysis also allows for the identification of transi-

tions from predictive to reactive modes of temporal processing

following pathophysiological changes in a variety of cortical and

subcortical structures involved in timing and time perception

(Ghajar and Ivry, 2008; Coull et al., 2011; Harrington et al., 2011).
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Appendix I
Striatal beat frequency model simulation parameters based on

Matell and Meck (2004).

(1) The corticothalamic oscillation period was specified as having

a mean of 10 � 1.6 Hz. This is derived from a normal distri-

bution of neuronal oscillation periods spanning a range of 5–

15 Hz that is typical for corticostriatal neural activity.

(2) Oscillation variability within trials was set so that 1 SD was

equivalent to 1% of the input’s period, normally distributed.

(3) Oscillation variability between trials was defined to be

Gaussian with a mean of 0 and a SD of 5% of the oscillation

period.

(4) The integration period for coincidence detection by striatal

spiny neurons of oscillating corticothalamic inputs was set at

25 ms in order to conform to the electrophysiological data

reporting this as the average membrane time constant for

spiny neurons.

(5) The striatal spiny neuron firing threshold was placed slightly

below the level at which peaks at the quarter points would

induce spiking, i.e. at 50% of the maximal neural activity

that occurred at the time of reinforcement.

(6) Firing threshold variance for striatal spiny neurons within

trials needs to be specified because striatal membrane prop-

erties are dynamic, showing slowly inactivating and slowly

recovering potassium currents, which effectively lowers and

raises the threshold for maintenance of the depolarization

state by �30%. Consequently, in order to conform with

the electrophysiological data, the simulated within-trial

firing threshold decreased by 30% over the first second in

a linear manner following the first crossing, and then increas-

ing symmetrically after each subsequent threshold crossing

while being reset to the lower threshold following each

crossing.

(7) In order to conform to the electrophysiological data, the

firing threshold was varied between trials in a Gaussian

manner with a mean of 0 and a SD of 4% of the selected

threshold.

(8) Although striatal medium spiny neurons are considered to

have up to 30 000 inputs from cortical and thalamic neurons,

we used 15 000 inputs in order to simplify the simulations

while still maintaining a reasonable degree of physiological

accuracy. Each input was weighted at + 1, if it was activated

with the previous 25 ms at the time of reinforcement and 0

otherwise. These weights were used for simplicity and are

intended to accurately represent the continuous strengthen-

ing and weakening of input due to the long-term

potentiation or long-term depression expected during condi-

tioning (training).

In many models, parameters are free to vary so as to best fit the

data. In the reported simulations of the striatal beat frequency

model, only the threshold estimate and oscillation variability

were allowed to vary in order to fit the experimental data

(Matell and Meck, 2004). Estimates of all other parameters were

based on neurobiological data or were fixed once a reasonable

outcome was achieved for baseline conditions (e.g. oscillation

speed) prior to drug treatments. As such, this relatively long list

of parameters reflects functional components of the striatal beat

frequency model more than it reflects a wide range of free par-

ameters to be adjusted for fitting purposes. It should also be noted

that this coincidence-detection model would work equally well for

alternative forms of the time base. For example, if clusters of

cortical neurons all fired with the same underlying membrane po-

tential/oscillation period, the summed output of these neurons

would be sinusoidal. Consequently, this sinusoidal activity would

be the primary input to the striatal spiny neurons (as opposed to

spike activity only at the peak of every oscillation), and the mech-

anism for pattern detection would involve a type of fast Fourier

transform (see Matell and Meck, 2004 for additional details).

Certain aspects of the striatal beat frequency model are similar

to the state-dependent network model proposed by Karmarkar

and Buonomano (2007). Intrinsic timing models of this sort

assume that timing is an inherent property of neural processing

and that ‘the duration of a stimulus is coded by the same neural

elements that respond to other sensory properties of that stimulus’

(Spencer et al., 2009, p. 1854). In this sense, the same cortical

oscillatory mechanisms that code auditory and visual stimuli also

converge on striatal medium spiny neurons that can detect pat-

terns or states of neural firing and the sequential transitions

among these states. In this sense, the timekeeper of the striatal

beat frequency model is not a ‘dedicated’ clock in that it makes

use of neural processes that are coding other aspects of the stimu-

lus, including basic working memory processes (Lustig et al.,

2005). On the other hand, the timing functions of these distrib-

uted circuits can be ‘isolated’ and studied as if they function as the

core of a ‘dedicated’ timer because its output demonstrates ‘time

scale invariance’ and exhibits consistent properties across a rela-

tively wide range of durations from milliseconds to minutes

(Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Meck et al., 2008; Coull et al.,

2011)—something that the proposed state-dependent network

models (which are intrinsic to the cortex) are currently unable to

offer (Buonomano, 2007; Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007;

Spencer et al., 2009).
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